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The 2014 REF results show only a very weak relationship between excellence in research and achieving societal impact.
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Estado de la cuestión
I am Ismael Peña-López, lecturer at the School of Law and Political Science of the Open University of Catalonia, and senior researcher at Open Evidence. I am also fellow director of open innovation at Fundació Jaume Bofill.

I hold a PhD in the Information and Knowledge Society and I work in the field of Public Policies for Development, with a special focus on ICT (so, ICT4D, digital divide and so) and e-social innovation.
Technopolitics, networks and citizenship: a syllabus

By Ismael Peña-López (@ictologist), 21 August 2016
Main categories: Cyberlaw, governance, rights, Development
Other tags: mirela_fiori, technopolitics, urbanism
No Comments »

My colleague Mirela Fiori is redesigning the Master in City and Urbanism which she is directing, in the updated version that she is planning she wants to include a subject on how technology and civic action have a role in the shaping of the city.

In my opinion this is a most important acknowledgement. Adolfo Estalella and Alberto Corsín have systematically proved how the city can be used both “hardware”, much in the line of Giddens’ Structuration Theory where the “system” is both an instrument and a target for change. Manuel Castells also speaks about cities and their (different) role in the Network Society, a role that oftentimes is emergent in the sense of Steve Johnson. In newest “open source” cities, action turns into activism and activism cannot be without action.

Thus, it does look very relevant to me that there is a little time or space to think about the city not as a mere receptacle of people doing things, but as an actor that is both affected and affecting the uptake of technology and its use for citizen action and, thus, being part of the (new) definition of citizenship.

The goal of the master’s new subject Technopolitics, networks and citizenship is to provide this vision of the city as an institution, a player that requires a renewed strategy and a renewed vision on its role in a complex ecosystem.

My preliminary syllabus (it does not even deserve that name yet) would include the following topics — comments welcome:

**Digital revolution and globalization**

How dire are the changes we are witnessing in the global economy? How are connected the new trends in the business and financial spheres with the democratic and governance spheres? Are information and Communication Technologies instruments for improvement or for transformation? Is this a revolution? Why are some things happening? Why would they last — if they do?

**Limits of the institutions of the industrial age**

Is there a crisis in industrial age institutions (schools & universities, political parties and parliaments, firms and work, media and journalism, etc.)? What is their role in society? Is their role still needed? Can we separate the continent (institutions) from their content (role, tasks)? if yes, who will take up with these roles? How? Why? Why not?

**Hacker ethics, commons and gift economy**

Is there a new way to design collective initiatives? Is decision-making over as we knew it? Are hierarchies a thing of the past? Is information still power? Can we shift power balances? How different is information from knowledge? How different is controlling information from controlling knowledge? How will the control of knowledge transform our daily practices? And our institutions?

**Social innovation, open innovation and open social innovation**
"Are assembly-based parties network parties?"
An explanation: ictlogy.net/20160115-are-a ...
#technopolitics #newpolitics
Technopolitics, ICT-based participation in municipalities and ... - ICTlogy
ictlogy.net/.../20161029_ismael_pena-lopez_technopolitics_ict-based_participation_decide...
by I Peña-López - Related articles
Oct 29, 2016 - society organizations such as NGOs and labor unions, not to speak of political parties. Technopolitics and “network parties”. 2013 saw the birth ...

ICTlogy » ICT4D Blog » Are assembly-based parties network parties?
ictlogy.net › ICT4D Blog
Jan 15, 2016 - It is difficult to put out a definition of the network party. ... In (pure) technopolitics, network parties emerge from people making decisions first and ...

Networks, Movements and Technopolitics | Francisco Sierra Caballero ...
This edited collection presents original and compelling research about contemporary experiences of Latin American movements and politics in several.

[PDF] Technopolitics: the potential of connected ... - DatAnalysis15m
https://datanalysis15m.files.wordpress.com/2013/06/technopolitics-15m-summary.pdf
The 15M network-system as a new paradigm of distributed politics. This text is a synthesis of ... In our exploration of 15M technopolitics we have combined quantitative and qualitative ..... party system as well as to mainstream media networks.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Albert Padro-Solanet and Ignatia / Inge de Waard uploaded paper</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albert Padro-Solanet uploaded a paper - Academia.edu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juan Bossio uploaded a paper - Academia.edu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paolo Gerbaudo uploaded a paper - Academia.edu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government Information Quarterly: Alert 12 December-19 December</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;¿Nueva política?. Argumentos a favor y dudas razonables - Academia.edu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eduardo Romanos uploaded a paper - Academia.edu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduction: Rethinking the Consequences of Social Movements</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander Van Deursen published new research - Article: Impact</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabio Wolkenstein updated a paper - Academia.edu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xavier Úcar, José Luis Martí, and Alexander Van Deursen uploaded a paper</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Welcome to the ICT4D Bibliography

This is a gathering of literature on subjects related to the impact of Information and Communication Technologies in the society, especially in development. Thus, you’ll find readings about the Information Society, the Digital Divide, e-Readiness or Digital Literacy, as core themes, and the Digital Economy, e-Learning, e-Government or Open Access or Free Software as close aspects of ICT4D.

Browse by the menu on the left by authors, categories/tags, bibliographies/collections or works; as the database is now quite big, avoid long lists by doing an advanced search; or you can also have a look at the category cloud:
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Metadecidim (II). Silvia Luque: The participatory experience of the Municipality Action Plan through the decidim.barcelona platform

By Ismael Peña-López (@ictilogist), 25 November 2016
Main categories: Cyberlaw, governance, rights, e-Government, e-Administration, Politics, Meetings, Participation, Engagement, Use, Activism
Other tags: decidim.barcelona, metadecidim, silvia.luque, technopolitics
No Comments »

Notes from the Metadecidim workshop, within the decidim.barcelona participatory programme, and held in Barcelona, Spain, on 25-26 November 2016. More notes on this event: metadecidim.

Silvia Luque, Fundació Ferrer i Guardia
The participatory experience of the Municipality Action Plan through the decidim.barcelona platform
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Working paper
Category: Indices Governance

Pages in category "Indices Governance"

The following 19 pages are in this category, out of 19 total.

A

- Aid Transparency Index

B

- Bribe Payers Index

C

- Corruption Perceptions Index

D

- Democracy Barometer
- Democracy Index
Technopolitics, ICT-based participation in municipalities and the makings of a network of open cities. Drafting the state of the art and the case of decidim.barcelona

Citation:

Work data:
Type of work: Working Paper

Categories:
E-DEMOCRACY

Tags:
technopolitics, structuration theory

Abstract:
This research is part of the Voice or Chatter? Using Structuration Framework Towards a Theor ICT Mediated Citizen Engagement research project led by IT for Change and carried on under th Making All Voices Count programme.

The research began in May 2016 and is about to end by January 2017.
Tuit fixat

Ismael Peña-López @ictlogist · 13 oct.
Case study on ICT-mediated participation:
decidim.barcelona, Spain
ictlogy.net/20171010-case-
#technopolitics #eGov #oGov #eParticipation #mavc

Traduix del anglès

Case study. decidim.barcelona, Spain
Caste study of decidim.barcelona, a municipality participation platform and program.
ictlogy.net
Comunicación (evento como participante)
Technopolitics: the building of new citizen governance models

Citation:
What is technopolitics? A conceptual scheme for understanding politics in the digital age

Citation:

Work data:
Alternate URL: [PDF] http://ictlogy.net/presentations/20160707_can_kurban_ismael_pena-lopez_maria_haberer__what_is_technopolitics_conceptual_scheme.pdf
Type of work: Communication
Categories: E-DEMOCRACY | Economics
Tags: technopolitics
Abstract:
In this article, we seek to revisit what the term ‘technopolitical’ means for democratic politics.
Evolución o revolución en la participación ciudadana en democracia. De transparencia a 15MpaRato

635 visualizaciones

Ismael Peña-López
Publicado el 17 sept. 2012

Conferencia en la sexta jornada “[sic] Debates sobre tendencias en la Sociedad de la Información y el Conocimiento”, 4 de julio de 2012, Junta de Andalucía, IPTS, UOC. Sevilla: UOC.
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By Ismael Peña-López (@ictlogist), 28 February 2017

Main categories: e-Government, e-Administration, Politics, ICT4D, News, Participation, Engagement, Use, Activism, Writings
Other tags: iforchange, structuration_theory
No Comments » | Edit | 4506

This report aims at providing an overview of the normative and institutional state of art of ICT-mediated citizen participation in Spain. The first section provides an overview of the political and civic liberties framework in Spain. In the second section the landscape of ICT mediated citizen engagement is mapped. In the third section, the report engages with implications of technology mediations for deliberative democracy and transformative citizenship.

This report is the outcome of a collaboration between IT for Change and Ismael Peña-López, School of Law and Political Science, Universitat Oberta de Catalunya under a research project titled Voice or Chatter? Using a Structuration Framework Towards a Theory of ICT-mediated Citizen Engagement.

The State of the Art reports provide an overview of the normative and institutional state of art of ICT-mediated citizen participation in various countries. They provide an overview of the political and civic liberties framework the

Working Paper · January 2017
DOI: 10.13140/RG.2.2.22937.83048
01/2017, State: Forthcoming, DOI: 10.13140/RG.2.2.22937.83048

1st Ismael Peña-López
ID 9.51 · Universitat Oberta de Catalunya

Description
This report aims at providing an overview of the normative and institutional state of art of ICT-mediated citizen participation in Spain. The first section provides an overview of the political and civic liberties framework in Netherlands. In the second section the landscape of ICT mediated citizen engagement is mapped. In the third section, the report engages with implications of technology mediations for deliberative democracy and transformative citizenship.
Participación electrónica en los municipios. De la emancipación ciudadana a la red de ciudades abiertas

Citation:


Work data:

ISSN: 1885-589X
Alternate URL:
http://ictlogy.net/articles/20161231_ismael pena-lopez_-participacion электронica_municipios_emancipacion_ciudadana_red_ciudades.pdf

Type of work: Article (academic)

Categories:
E-DEMOCRACY

Abstract:

Las elecciones municipales de España en 2015 trajeron a muchas ciudades españolas lo que se ha calificado como “ayuntamientos de cambio”: ayuntamientos cuyos alcaldes y representantes en el gobierno provienen de partidos emergentes del Movimiento del 15M. Esta investigación se centra en el entorno sociopolítico en el que se desarrolla este fenómeno, concretamente en Madrid y Barcelona, las dos mayores ciudades del estado y con profundos vínculos con la sociedad civil y con el movimiento social de 2011.
Ruscs i cooperatives: dues alternatives de consum agroalimentari diferents

Ricard Espelt, Ismael Peña-López i Núria Vega | dijous, 18 març 2017 | Comenta | General

Fa tres anys, quan començàvem la investigació sobre els grups i les cooperatives de consum agroalimentari de Barcelona, sorgia a la ciutat una nova iniciativa d'arrel francesa: els ruscs (La Colmena que Dice Sí, LCQDS). El debat que ha generat l'expansió del nou model al voltant de les pràctiques de l'economia col·laborativa, i la mateixa definició del cooperativisme de plataforma, ens ha animat a fer una investigació per tal de valorar-ne similituds i diferències respecte a les cooperatives. De fet, dels sis ruscs actius en l'inici de l'estudi, a mitjans març del 2017, ja n'hi ha un de nou, a Gràcia, que va reobrir les portes després d'estar alguns temps sense líder-responsable, i sis més estan en fase de construcció.

Dues lògiques contraposades i mots compartits en el relat

Per a una persona amb voluntat d'aprovar-se al consum responsable, el discurs que generen els dos models pot resultar semblant: proximitat, desintermediació, autogestió —fins i tot— són termes comuns del relat. En el cas dels ruscs és, a més, un instrument de màrqueting evident. Així, a la pàgina web, es fa èmfasi en el nombre de productors, la seva proximitat i el nombre de productes locals disponibles.
Voice or Chatter - Outputs

Description:

This research has been produced with the financial support of Making All Voices Count. Making All Voices Count is a programme working towards a world in which open, effective and participatory governance is the norm and not the exception. This Grand Challenge focuses global attention on creative and cutting-edge solutions to transform the relationship between citizens and their governments. Making All Voices Count is supported by the U.K. Department for International Development (DFID), U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID), Swedish International Development Cooperation Agency, and Omidyar Network (ON), and is implemented by a consortium consisting of Hivos, the Institute of Development Studies (IDS) and Usahlidi. The programme is inspired by and supports the goals of the Open Government Partnership.
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Spanish Indignados and the evolution of the 15M movem...

"...or Indignados) movement of 2011, with massive protests against major traditional parties[19], the elections in December 2015 were held in a very different scenario with respect to al..."

Cited in:
Lost in Re-Election: A Tale of Two Spanish Online Campaigns
Chapter · September 2017
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Structural Conditions for Citizen Deliberation. A Concept...
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ICT4D Blog

18/07/2017
Thesis Defence. Francisco Jurado: Political representation in the age of Internet. The case of Spain

Thesis defence by Francisco Jurado entitled Political representation in the age of Internet. The case of Spain, in Barcelona at the Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona, July 18, 2017.

Francisco Jurado: Thesis Defence. Francisco Jurado: Political representation in the age of Internet. The case of Spain

La Representación Política en la era de Internet by Xavi Melisssà

[click here to enlarge]

What is democracy today? Is democracy always about being represented and some third parties making decisions in the name of the citizen? The concept of democracy has certainly shifted towards corporate democracy. This specific understanding ...

[read more]

08/07/2017 e-Participation: from capacity building to governance

15/06/2017 Constitutional processes in the world
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12 liveblogging posts from #ties2012 conference technology and education bit.ly/wZmukv

A total of 635 articles from 129 events.

please read and your own risk and, maybe, enjoy ;}
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